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The lifestyle improvement specialists



Whatever your lifestyle,
we have the solution

All solutions HV Aluminium provide are flexible and can be personalised 

to your specific needs. We can help with design, regulations, Council 

approvals and bring the job to a conclusion with minimal fuss. With full 

customisation at your fingertips, the outdoor room you dream of is not 

only possible, but we can show you an impression of the end result with 

our design imaging service.
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Another Day in Paradise
Open a window to an amazing room for all occasions. With Paradise units 

that slide, bi-fold and swing open, you can create a multi-function room. 

Alfresco dining, light entertaining or simply opening up to the outdoors the 

Paradise Room has you covered.
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Paradise 
Weather Beater
A sliding or folding sash system great for 

your existing or new screen area requiring 

extra weather protection that can be 

modified to suit the season.

Screen Room 
A proven outdoor system that has been 

used for decades in Australia. Keeping 

bugs and leaves out is always important, 

especially if your outdoor room is an 

entertaining and dining area or a popular 

room with the kids. The screen room also 

comes in sliding and stackable options.

Glass Room
See it all with the addition of a glass room 

to your home. HV Aluminium can plan and 

design the rooms to suit your environment 

and goals.

Eclipse Priva 
Screen Slats
The Eclipse Priva Screen Slat system is a 

long spanning slat system perfect for 

privacy screens, fencing and even gates.
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For the entertainer 
Whatever the weather, the sky is the limit and your ceiling. 

With the Eclipse Opening Roof the design options are broad 

and uses are varied. You can design your own outdoor room, 

poolside patio cover or awning, a shady retreat and much 

more. If you can dream it, the Eclipse can most likely achieve it.

T M
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Eclipse 
Sun Louvre
The Sun Louvre Range is an environmentally 

friendly option to help lower your heating 

and cooling costs. Imagine the savings 

with a Sun Louvre design blocking out 

harsh summer sun, but allowing warm rays 

inside through winter.

Eclipse Flat Louvre
Open your roof to allow the sun’s natural light and warmth into your outdoor area and 

adjacent rooms. You can rotate the louvres through almost 180 degrees to block the sun 

while still allowing light and ventilation. Clean-line, flat finish when closed.

Eclipse  
Shutters
Elegant and functional Eclipse Shutters 

can make a great addition to an outdoor 

area. Eclipse Shutters are fully rotatable 

and can be fitted above and below 

handrails or to the end of a balcony. The 

shutter frame also comes with a fly screen 

receiver so the shutters can be mounted 

to the outside of windows and it keeps the 

bugs out too.
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Create your own oasis 
Enjoy perfect conditions every day with your very own Oasis. Relax in 

your pool area with the benefit of reduced maintenance. The Florida 

Pool Enclosure helps keep out leaves and flying debris from your 

pool, giving you more time to do the things you enjoy most.

O U T D O O R  R O O M S
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Freestanding 
Outdoor Room 
Perfect as a quick retreat without having 

to go back inside the house for those with 

a pool or utilised backyard.

Pergola
Perfect for those who want to create their 

own sanctuary. Hang pot plants, or grow 

vines to extend the garden up from the 

floor level.

Patio Cover 
Your patio roof can be pitched, saw tooth, 

raked or many combinations. You can 

create a Patio Cover for shelter but still 

allow the light in with specially designed 

naturelight sheets.

Carport
A carport can double as space for 

BBQs, parties and family gatherings. With 

new materials and styles available your 

carport can be much more than just a 

place to park your car. Suits Insulated, 

W Pan or Flat roof profiles.

Evo Automatic 
Mesh Blinds
A great,  contemporary solution for effectively 

reducing glare and UV entering the home, 

whilst maintaining your views. Your choice of 

remote or manual control.
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Services

Free Measure and Quote

HV Aluminium understands that is takes time and effort to 

organise a new home improvement, so we do our best to make 

things easy for you with a free measure and quote service. One of 

our dedicated team of consultants will happily come to you and 

offer help to design the right project for your home and lifestyle.

The free measure and quote service is free of cost and there is no 

obligation to buy.

Part of the free measure and quote service can also involve our 

design imaging service which lets you see how your project will 

look before it’s built.

Local Area Supply/Install

HV Aluminium has been serving the Newcastle and Hunter area 

since 1978 with a unique design and build service that turns 

your outdoor living plans and ideas into a reality. HV Aluminium 

is a fully licensed builder, which allows HV Aluminium to build all 

aspects of construction, unlike restricted builders license holders. 

Quality staff in all areas of the business makes constructing your 

Outdoor Living area a breeze.

HV Aluminium can take care of all aspects of the project, from the 

initial quote to design options, through to your project’s completion. 

We do the work giving you the time to relax. Enjoy the lifestyle you 

deserve with HV Aluminium’s range of home improvement options. 

Whether it’s casual entertaining, alfresco dining, blending indoors 

and outdoors or simply relaxing in your resort style outdoor room, 

the choice is yours.

Working with Your Builder

Whether you are doing the construction yourself or with a builder, 

we can still help. Starting with the free measure and quote on 

the materials and design imaging to show you what the project 

will look like after construction. We can also help with council 

approvals and offer a delivery service to a wide area.

All D.I.Y. kits are designed specifically for your home, with plans 

drawn up before materials are ordered to ensure the project is 

meeting your requirements.

Materials are delivered at exactly the right length where 

possible (e.g. roof sheets) but cutting and drilling is required for 

most extrusions and gutters which will help allow for any slight 

adjustments.

Instructions are supplied with each D.I.Y. kit to help you complete 

the project in a timely manner. And further assistance is just a 

phone call away.
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Design Imaging Services

One of the main questions people ask when designing a new 

outdoor area is “what will it look like on my home?” At HV Aluminium 

we can show you with our design imaging service that uses real 

photos of your home and real product photos.

The Design Imaging can be part of the free in home measure and 

quote service we provide to you. The design consultant can take a 

photo of your home and discuss with you what type of area you are 

trying to create. The consultant then has the information required 

to go and work out the image for you.

Colour, product and design can all be viewed with the design 

imaging service, giving you a very real impression of the finished 

project on your home.

Counter Sales

HV Aluminium stocks a variety of lengths and colours in several 

standard and specialist sections for sale over the counter. These 

are available in full and half lengths and we can cut material to 

length for you in most cases.

Some of the materials HV Aluminium have for counter sales are listed 

below – Angle, Post, Screen Post, Half Screen Post, Beam sections, 

Single Skin and Insulated Roof sheet (and under roof profile inserts 

to keep the bugs out), Ceilink Insulation Panel and Aluminium 

Cladding. These are available in a number of colour selections.

HV Aluminium also stock a specialised PVC downpipe system 

which includes downpipe, elbow, T-piece, outlet/drop and joiner 

in 68mm and 80mm diameter.

Wholesale

The Wholesale Department of HV Aluminium supplies quality 

Outdoor Living Products to the nation and internationally and has 

been doing so since 1995.

Available products are the Eclipse Opening Roof, the Paradise 

Room screen enclosure system and the Sun Louvre range. The 

most recent product added is the Flat Eclipse Louvre Opening 

Roof. As the name suggests it gives a flat roof feel when closed, yet 

still has the opening roof flexibility.

The National dealer network extends to every state and capital 

city in Australia. Many regional dealers complete the coverage to 

most areas in between. 

The International market has also grown and supplies to many 

overseas destinations including but not limited to the USA, South Africa, 

New Caledonia, Singapore, Martinique, India and New Zealand.
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Nothing but the best
for our customers
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RING NOW for more information 
or visit our website!

10 Myra St New Lambton NSW 2305  

Phone: 02 4903 3300  Fax: 02 4957 7880 

Email: eclipse@hv.com.au 

B/L 28384 

www.hv.com.au

Always conscious of using only the best products and tradespeople, as well as having 

a company credo of doing “what is right” not necessarily what is financially expedient, 

it wasn’t long before HV Aluminium became the leading home improvement builder 

in Newcastle, Lake Macquarie and the Hunter Valley (New South Wales, Australia). 

Below are a small sample of testimonials from past projects that we were proud to be a part of:

Testimonials
 

Project: Flat Eclipse Opening Roof

“I want to say to you and the HV team that we love, love, love our roof! It does 

everything I hoped it would do. It lets the sunshine in and keeps the rain out. 

Working Beautifully.”

Janelle & John

Project: Patio Cover

“I’d like to extend my compliments to HV Aluminium and your installer for the 

excellent service provided to us. We have found your staff to be professional, 

polite and committed to excellent customer service. Thank you again.”

Jan & Stuart

Project: Paradise Room

“Thank you for my wonderful new outdoor area - Paradise Room. This whole 

process has been streamlined and easy and I want to thank you for your 

patience with my questions, your professionalism and just plain good old 

fashioned service. It really has been a pleasure dealing with you all.”

Sue

Project: Patio Roof

“I would like to express our thanks for a job well done. We were impressed 

by all your staff that we have communicated with and in particular we wish 

to commend your installer who has done a great job, taking great care in 

achieving a great finish.”

Fred & Mary


